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When confronted with the so-called “Sex-Koffer” (Suitcase) for the children in
kindergarten in the city of Basel, a great number of parents in the north-western
part of Switzerland were completely outraged and addressed strong reactions of
protest to the Department of Education of the Canton Basel-City.
Many parents threatened not to send their children to school if these programs
were applied. The fact was, it was a pilot project, an attempt to try out something
new and possibly more efficient as preventative programs against Aids and sexual
abuse of small children by “educating” them with toys in the forms of human
genitals- which were later deemed to be considered as pornographic under Swiss
law-see the slide).
Why were these programs quietly introduced in Kindergartens without the
approval of the parents, who have the natural role to defend the best interest of
their children? The program, that seemed to be just a “Basel” local project, was in
fact rooted in a wider plan of the Swiss Department of Health to introduce a
mandatory sex-education program to the school curricula for children of the
Primary school and kindergarten age.
The Swiss early sex education program was clearly found to be not
understandable in the eyes of the wider public.Why should five year olds be
subjected to these kind of materials and references when they have no capacity
or reference to deal with them correctly ? According to legal opinions later given
in several conferences, the program was clearly unconstitutional. The process of
introduction to the public schools as a mandatory program for all children was
totally undemocratic. All of this helped to fuel a public outcry against the
program.

A popular initiative
A popular initiative was launched against it and the necessary 110 000 signatures
were collected by the end of 2013. The success of the initiative proved that the
common sense of parents could prevail -and the attempt of some extremist
minority “experts” to experiment with young children and transform
kkindergartens into sex laboratories could be stopped. There were statements
made at the time that the source of the “experiment” had been dubious.
There are large amounts of research materials that prove that small children in
their vulnerability are not able and ready to cope with explicit sexuality. It is
widely known that pornographic materials have some very damaging effect on
children and any contact with them at an early age should be avoided.
The UPF and WFWPI suggest that instead of subjecting children to some unnatural early stage experience of sexuality, children should be taught at an early
age about healthy family relationships, beginning in the context of their families
and reinforced by the schools. The role the importance of commitment within the
context of building families as a building block of healthy societies needs to be
considered, etc.
In other words Family education instead of sex-education would probably bring
about better results, as it would show children the value of healthy give and take
relationship within the frame of their natural family, with parents, and siblings,
healthy relationships that can be learned most naturally. Family as a school of
love, can also be seen as a school of Peace as the fundamentals for peace building
can be learnt in the family first hand.
At a later and more appropriate stage in life, sexuality can be introduced
naturally. Introducing sexuality without the understanding of Love and marital
commitment is accelerating the process of social decay, a loss of ethics, core
values and norms in society. Uncommitted sexual relationships are the major
cause for unwanted teenage pregnancies and other negative social outcomes and
are a direct precondition for many unhappy children who will someday turn into
unhappy grown-ups.

(For more information about the issue, including the national campaign:
http://schutzinitiative.ch/1186/pressecommunique-14-08-13)

